Those who do not study the multi-faceted world of evidence of the
intrusion of Planet X into our Solar System will say: Well, this may
not be a cover-up; their telescopic technology is just getting better.
Yeah, how convenient for their technology to magically leap ahead
virtually overnight!
How convenient for the NSA(NotoriousSpies-onAmericans)-dominated
NASA (NeverAStraightAnswer) to find 715 new planets, all of which
are so far away that you folks can just go back to sleep and ignore it
when X's approachingly greater electrified solar flirtations change its
color from invisible infrared to visible red, and that tiny red dot starts
getting bigger and bigger in the sky with each passing night. Just go
back to sleep, and when Earth starts flippin' and floppin', well . . . we'll
be descending into our *elite* underground cities at Mt. Weather and
Cheyenne Mountain, while you schmucks will be left with no preparation
for the great upheavals, which we cannot tell you about, because then
you would jump all over us! Don't you get our strategy? It's called
"planet-sighting desensitization," or "bore the sheep back to sleep."
As Marshall Masters says, "Either you will deal with Planet X,
or it will deal with you."
Remaining willfullly ignorant means remaining willfully unprepared
to protect oneself and ones family.
JD
"We've been able to open the bottleneck to access the mother lode
and deliver to you more than 20 times as many planets as has ever
been found and announced at once," said Jack Lissauer, a planetary
scientist at NASA's Ames Research Center in California."
http://www.cnn.com/2014/02/26/tech/innovation/nasa-new-planets/
Only scientists are aware that our Solar System is so vast, that it
would logically take two or three decades for this brown dwarf star
to be drawn in from beyond Pluto to our inner Solar System. JD
-------------------------Part 2) Planet X: The Death of Dr. Harrington
Alex Merklinger (host of "Mysteries of the Mind") interviews
Clifford Carnicom and Jason Martell.
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/CD17Tr14.mp3
"Planet X and the Mysterious Death of Dr. Harrington"
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2008/planetx-2008-05b/1.shtml
"The Location of Planet X", Dr. Robert S. Harrington, Chief Astronomer,
U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C.
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1988AJ.....96.1476H

